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Abstract
A case study is presented of a successful quick serve fast food restaurant chain that uses
inventory throughout the supply chain as a buffer against uncertainty in supply and demand. This
is a common operational strategy in many industries, but it limits options for the supply chain to
become more agile, adaptable, and aligned to the dynamic needs of the enterprise. Trade-offs
between transportation and holding costs are illustrated. The drawbacks of assuring supply by
maintaining inventory at the distribution center level are discussed. Supply chain alternatives are
presented including lateral transfers, forward warehouses, alternative modes of transportation,
and multiple suppliers. An analytical approach is presented which provides a total relevant
supply chain cost at the distribution center level. The approach is illustrated in the decision
between two alternative transportation modes with different average lead times, lead time
variabilities, and transportation costs.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
A quick serve restaurant (QSR) is a business where customers eat inside, but table service
is not provided. The QSR segment provides three fourths of the revenue within the United States
fast food industry, which generated over $50 billion during 2006. (Datamonitor, 2007).
Express Fast Food' has over 13,000 restaurant locations in the U.S., and the QSR format
is its primary market. This market is highly competitive and switching costs for customers are
low. Therefore, the Express Fast Food business strategy places great importance on retaining
customers by providing an excellent customer experience. The dominant belief within the
company is that a stockout of any item, in any one of Express Fast Food's restaurants, will result
in customers not having their expectations met at the crucial moment of truth when an order is
placed. Stockouts in a restaurant are therefore thought to erode the value of the company's brand,
in addition to reducing sales.
The Express Fast Food restaurants are supported by a multi-echelon supply chain, where
products follow a linear distribution path as shown in Figure 1. Each restaurant orders inventory
replenishments from a regional distribution center. Distribution centers order replenishments
from hubs and from manufacturers. Hubs act as mixing centers to lower transportation costs for
low volume and lightweight items, but medium and high volume items are shipped to
distribution centers directly from manufacturers. Direct store delivery is not widely used for food
products, though it may be used for some promotional items. The distribution centers, hubs, and
manufacturers, are all owned and operated by third party supply chain partners. Transportation is
' The name of the restaurant has been changed for confidentiality.
coordinated by a single partner firm, which in turn contracts the services of third party logistics
providers.
Supplier Distribution Center Restaurant
Figure 1. Primary supply chain for Express Fast Food.
In order to ensure customer expectations for product availability are met, while
minimizing the need to actively manage third party operations, Express Fast Food has provided a
simple rule for their upstream supply chain partners: "Never run out."
This mandate, sometimes referred to within the supply chain as the "assured supply
policy," is assumed to encourage suppliers, hubs, and distribution centers to maintain enough
inventory to satisfy normal demand, plus additional inventory as buffer against uncertainty. This
is typical of supply chains in which each echelon maintains cycle stock to meet forecasted
demand between replenishments and safety stock to compensate for variability in both supply
and demand. Cycle stock is the amount of inventory on hand that results from placing orders in
batches. (Silver, et al, p. 30) Safety stock is the average level of net stock just before a
replenishment order arrives. (Silver, et al, p. 247) The implication of the never run out approach
is that inventory is the preferred method for responding to uncertainty. If followed strictly, it
seems reasonable to assume that the never run out policy would eliminate the potential for
stockouts. But this approach has shortcomings.
Hub
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First, compliance with the never run out policy is surprisingly difficult to define and to
measure. For example, subtle factors like the times at which outbound shipments and inbound
receipts are posted into a distribution center database can distort the data and lead to the
appearance of stockouts in inventory, even when there is physical inventory in stock. Other
distortions can result from human or machine errors, and from real-world effects such as
spoilage and shrinkage.
Second, it is not clear that a stockout at an upstream echelon would necessarily result in a
stockout at one of the restaurants. This suggests that there is a gap between the metric being
applied, never run out, and the business objective of assured supply that the policy is intended to
achieve.
Third, by imposing an inventory constraint on each echelon in the supply chain, supply
chain partners are forced to make decisions which minimize their own costs, without considering
opportunities to lower total supply chain costs by collaborating upstream and downstream. Since
all of the supply chain costs and inventory impacts are ultimately borne by Express Fast Food,
additional benefits are likely to emerge from taking a system-wide perspective and coordinating
efforts when attempting to optimize both costs and performance.
Finally, the never run out policy puts emphasis on maintaining high inventory levels in
distribution centers, which runs counter to the prevailing supply chain management trend toward
lean distribution systems. Current literature and research contend that high inventory levels
consume unnecessary resources, increase the time that products spend in the supply chain, and
lead to waste in the form of product expiration. So while all of the supply chain partners,
including the distribution centers, are obliged to comply with the never run out policy, they are
also subject to conflicting business pressures to lower costs by reducing inventory.
These conflicting pressures, in particular, have brought logistics issues into the realm of
corporate strategy for Express Fast Food. For example, some of the supply chain partners are
exploring the option to lower transportation costs by using rail rather than trucking. While these
partners would benefit from the lower transportation cost of shipping by rail, there are other
impacts throughout the supply chain that also need to be considered. Rail has greater lead-time
variability, and to compensate for this the recipient would need to carry a larger amount of safety
stock. The longer lead time associated with rail will add delays in supply and demand signals,
and may require downstream partners to place periodic orders based on forecasts of anticipated
demand, instead of continuous ordering based on actual demand. Finally, because of the longer
transportation time, the amount of inventory in transit, or pipeline inventory, will be much
greater for rail than for trucking. Therefore, the expected impact of greater variability and longer
transportation times will be a significant increase in inventory.
However, increasing inventory downstream in the supply chain will not necessarily
increase total supply chain costs. For example, there may be situations where supply is not level.
Many agricultural goods need to be harvested and converted into food products in particular
geographic regions and at specific times during the year. This seasonality in supply will result in
unavoidably large inventories near the beginning of the supply chain. Where these large
inventories are unavoidable, it makes sense to take advantage of the cost savings provided by
lower cost transportation modes, regardless of the longer lead times and greater variability.
Therefore, in order to minimize the total costs for all parties while meeting Express Fast
Food's strategic objectives, it is necessary to look at options for management of the whole supply
chain. Supply chain management is differentiated from logistics by these four characteristics:
1) viewing the supply chain as a single entity rather than a collection of fragmented functional
areas, 2) identifying supply as a shared objective of all functions, 3) recognizing inventory as a
balancing mechanism of last resort rather than first resort, and 4) emphasizing the importance of
integration rather than simply interface between functions (Oliver & Webber, 1982).
This research analyzes the tradeoffs between transportation costs and holding costs at the
distribution center level in the context of current best practices. It describes the impacts that the
currently applied metrics have on supply chain performance, and suggests metrics that may
produce better results. It uses statistical modeling to validate the benefits of applying supply
chain management principles in a dynamic, real world environment. Finally, it demonstrates the
application of these models in comparing supply chain alternatives.
1.2 Literature Review
The academic literature provides a variety of methods for evaluating the effectiveness of
a supply chain. The approach that seems most applicable to this research comes from Lee (2004).
He identified three primary characteristics that are critical for supply chain effectiveness: agility,
adaptability, and alignment.
Agility refers to the speed at which products move through the supply chain. Bertrand
and Bookbinder (1998) present a model for redistributing stock, at a cost, between peers in a two
echelon supply chain. Their analysis takes into consideration the potential for these lateral
shipments to occur between partners which recognize non-identical costs. Their finding is that
lateral shipments reduced supply chain costs by lowering safety stock requirements. Rosenbaum
(1981) uses simulation to determine service levels in a multi-echelon supply chain. Benton
(1991) illustrates through simulation that an increase in service level requirement or demand
uncertainty produces a significant increase in safety stock requirements. It follows that
significant challenges are faced by traditional, forecast driven organizations in responding to
volatile markets. Christopher, Lowson, and Peck (2004) studied the applicability of agile supply
chains within the fashion industry. Many of their findings about time-to-market, scalability, and
incorporation of consumer preferences are broadly applicable.
Adaptability is the capacity for a supply chain to respond to changes in the environment.
The changes most relevant to operation of the Fast Food Express supply chain are product line
introduction and obsolescence, network modifications, and net changes in supply and demand.
Reducing variability and synchronizing business processes are key elements of achieving
superior delivery results. Garg, et al. (2004) introduce the concept of a "six-sigma supply chain"
and demonstrate computational methods for optimizing a supply chain by redistributing lead
time variability. The method they proposed is applicable to "discrete event dynamical systems"
and is therefore applicable to the research at hand. In their work, Garg, et al. argue against the
use of delivery probabilities as a performance metric, focusing instead on a measure that they
call delivery sharpness. This is a requirement for the statistical process control approach they use
which considers the timing, the quantity, and the correctness of order fulfillment. Like many
common approaches to measuring service levels they consider only the probability of a stockout
at the time a replenishment is received. Snyder (1980) shows a procedure for determining the
probability of a stockout at any point in time. This approach is argued to be an improvement
because it always results in a lower calculated safety stock requirement. This produces the
potential for the counterintuitive situation in which the statistically optimal safety stock value is
actually a negative number.
Balakrishnan, et al. (2004) look at the impact of demand variability on upstream supply
chain partners, which is often called the bullwhip effect. They suggest three techniques for
dampening order variability: constrained ordering, variability penalties, and order smoothing. In
particular, they present a mathematical description of the impact of order smoothing. The
smoothing process results in orders which are composed of a deterministic quantity which relates
to the size of the previous order, and a stochastic quantity which relates to demand variability. In
order to allow distribution centers to place orders from multiple sources, separate reorder points
must be determined for each source-product combination. The introduction of multiple reorder
points provides a more granular ordering process (Koenigsberg, 1961). This approach can be
modified to include multiple sources or suppliers (Sculli & Shum, 1990), transforming a linear
supply chain into a multi-linear supply chain.
Sheffi (2005) looked at the business impact of low frequency events that created
significant supply chain disruptions. He differentiates the activities involved in preparing for
these events from those related to business continuity planning, arguing that the latter are usually
crisis management plans. He introduces the term supply chain resiliency as the appropriate
objective, suggesting that supply chains be engineered to withstand disruptions. He then
discusses the role that inventory and other options can play in strategies to increase resiliency.
Alignment relates to the fit between supply chain strategies and desired outcomes. Many
supply chains are evaluated using metrics that are not aligned with current business strategy.
Keegan, et al. (1989) describe outdated metrics as "the ghosts-of-management-past." The
appropriate selection of supply chain performance metrics requires an understanding of the
unique characteristics of an organization at a particular point in time. Byrnes and Shapiro (1992)
talk about inward-looking performance reporting systems as "organizational blinders."
Whichever metrics are chosen, they should align with current business strategy, rather than
historical experience or management intuition. Caplice and Sheffi (1995) propose six criteria for
evaluating the appropriateness of supply chain metrics: they should be comprehensive, causally
oriented, vertically integrated along the supply chain, horizontally integrated across processes,
internally comparable, and useful. Byrnes and Shapiro (1992) also discuss the process of
establishing intercompany operating ties. They specifically use the term "assured supply," but
describe it as a benefit conferred upon a customer in exchange for sharing demand information
and assuming some risk from a supplier.
It is difficult to precisely determine the actual economic impact of a stockout. Chang and
Niland (1967) propose a model for calculating this value for a steel warehouse. This work is
particularly interesting in that it illustrates both the difficulty in determining costs and the
significance of customer emotions in placing a value on stockouts, or what they refer to as
inventory depletions. Eppen and Martin (1998) discuss the gap between the ideal conditions
required for an (R, Q) inventory policy2, and real conditions where the distributions for both
demand and lead time are unknown. They present a method using exponential smoothing to
estimate demand, and building lead time distributions using historical information. Silver and
Moon (1999) address the gap between the idealized conditions required for economic order
quantity calculations, and the real constraints faced by many practitioners. They present a
dynamic programming model for distributing orders for a population of items at fixed intervals,
such as once per week or once per month. They also present a heuristic which is a reasonable
substitute for the dynamic programming model. Fong and Ord (1993) consider the impact on
lead time for a scenario in which there are multiple suppliers with different lead time variability
distributions. They found that where multiple suppliers are available, the supplier with the
2 An (R,Q) inventory policy is one in which orders are placed at a review interval (R) for a fixed quantity (Q).
(Silver, et al, 236-237)
shortest lead time determines the performance. Processes have been developed for performing
value stream analysis in order to improve the efficiency of supply chains (Phelps, Smith, &
Hoenes, 2004). These processes address the complexity of understanding even simple supply
chains, and the need to reach outside of the organization - to suppliers and customers - in order
to truly optimize the network. This methodology offers insights for modeling the behavior of
supply chains. Finally, Walkenhorst (2007) addressed many of these issues in quantifying the
value of reduced lead time and increased delivery frequency for a consumer packaged goods
company.
This research builds upon the existing literature by applying the objectives of agility,
adaptability, and alignment to distribution centers in a linear, high-volume, multi-echelon
distribution network. It considers the trade-offs between transportation and inventory holding
costs, and validates through statistical modeling a technique for evaluating non-inventory
alternatives to compensate for uncertainty in supply and demand at the distribution center level.
1.3 Alternatives to Compensate for Variability
Maintaining inventory at each node along a linear distribution path provides a simple
approach to compensate for uncertainty in both supply and demand. But contemporary research
shows that this approach is often more expensive and less effective than alternatives. Therefore,
inventory should be treated as one option, along with a range of other options, to respond to
uncertainty. The author proposes formal consideration of four alternative supply chains for a
distribution center, illustrated in Figure 2, which could produce a multi-path distribution network
to create alignment, adaptability, and agility beyond what can be achieved with a linear
distribution network. These alternatives are alternate modes of transportation, forward
warehouses, lateral transfers, and alternate vendors.
Alternate
transportation
mode
- Dis
Truck
Current
configuration
,tribution Center X
Supplier #2
Figure 2. Alternative supply chain configurations.
1.3.1 Forward Warehouses
It may be possible to reduce supply chain costs and improve service levels by shipping
from the manufacturing site to a forward warehouse, a supplier-owned facility near the
distribution center, as shown in Figure 3. In some respects the forward warehouse acts like an
annex to the distribution center. The main advantage it provides is the flexibility to leverage low-
cost transportation for products with erratic or seasonal production at a remote location. This
;e
may also be an excellent alternative for distribution centers which do not have adequate storage
capacity or which have high marginal costs for storage. A forward warehouse allows the
distribution center to satisfy the short term objectives of reducing inventory levels and increasing
inventory turns. This is similar to the concept of supply revolvers which are used in supporting
the Dell supply chain (Kapuscinski, et al, 2004).
Restaurant
Sup
Forward Warehouse
Figure 3. Supply chain with forward warehouse.
Depending on the implementation strategy, a forward warehouse could be a step toward a
stockless inventory system, as pioneered by Baxter and discussed by Byrnes and Shapiro (1992).
With stockless systems, the supplier assumes responsibility for ensuring that adequate inventory
is available to meet demand. With a forward warehouse, the distribution center it serves could
use a stockless system for that product, albeit with an intermediate handling step.
However, by adding an additional echelon to the supply chain, a forward warehouse
increases the complexity of the network. Some of the negative impacts associated with forward
warehouses include extra facility costs, extra handling costs, an extra ordering step, loss of
inventory visibility, and an overall deceleration of product flow. Depending on the prevalence of
forward warehouses throughout the supply chain and the sophistication with which they are
managed these effects can significantly increase supply chain costs and impede efficiency. Most
26
importantly, the costs associated with forward warehouses may not be readily visible to
downstream supply chain partners.
1.3.2 Lateral Transfers
If a distribution center experiences high demand, or suffers a supply interruption, it may
be able to compensate by transferring inventory from another distribution center as illustrated in
Figure 4. This sharing of inventory through lateral transfers provides risk pooling between
distribution centers. Bertrand and Bookbinder (1998) used this approach to allow inventory that
is physically distributed throughout the network to be used to compensate for short-term
increases in demand or interruptions in supply at any node in the network. The challenge is
determining which distribution center a request for replenishment should be sent to in order to
minimize costs and response time, yet not reduce the service level at the responding distribution
center.
Supplier Distribution Center
I
Restaurant
Distribution Center Restaurant
Figure 4. Supply chain with lateral transfers.
s~-------
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In order to prevent lateral transfers from creating significant disruptions, distribution
centers should continually evaluate their own stock levels and identify inventory in excess of
cycle stock and safety stock requirements. This excess inventory can then be advertised to other
distribution centers as being available. Suggested processes for making ordering decisions and
sourcing decisions, including the identification of excess inventory within a distribution center,
are illustrated in Figures A-1 and A-2.
At a lower echelon in the supply chain, lateral transfers between stores can provide
similar benefits. However, lateral transfers at the restaurant level also introduce cold chain and
chain-of-custody concerns, as well as distortions in the demand signals received by the
distribution centers.
1.3.3 Alternate Suppliers
If the primary source of uncertainty at the distribution center relates to supply, rather than
transportation, it may be possible to reduce variability by allowing distribution centers to use
multiple suppliers for a single product. For Express Fast Food, distribution centers are typically
partnered with a single supplier for each product. With the option to request replenishments from
alternate suppliers, safety stock can be set based upon the variability and lead time of the better
supplier, while cycle stock can be ordered from whichever supplier gives the lowest cost. These
options can then be combined to produce the necessary service level at the lowest total cost. This
is particularly relevant for Express Fast Food, which already has multiple suppliers for many of
its products.
1.3.4 Alternate Modes of Transportation
It is often possible to reduce transportation cost by using a slower mode of transportation
with greater variability. This will, however, result in an increase in inventory for the recipient.
Rail is one example of a lower cost transportation mode with a longer transportation lead time
and greater variability. Truck, on the other hand, is an example of a higher cost, higher reliability
transportation mode. With a more reliable transportation mode, safety stock parameters can be
adjusted downward, based on the lower variability of lead time. Therefore, the trade-off is
between the cost of transportation and the cost of holding inventory in the distribution center.
Additionally, in order to reduce the impact of the bullwhip effect, the use of a transportation
mode with a long lead time may also create the need to make periodic orders based on long-term
forecasts, rather than on short-term demand signals.
1.3.5 Roadmap
In 1.3.1 through 1.3.4 four alternative distribution paths were identified which may
increase service levels and lower costs. Each option provides an alternative flow path for
inventory, and each involves tradeoffs. These are a departure from the current interpretation of
the assured supply policy which focuses exclusively on ensuring safety inventory is held in the
distribution centers to prevent stockouts. In order to create an inventory policy using any of these
alternatives it is necessary to have a technique which can determine appropriate reorder points
and estimate total supply chain costs.
Chapter 2 provides an analysis of the current supply chain for Express Fast Food.
Qualitative analysis leads to selection of four representative products for further study. This is
followed by quantitative analysis of the inventory levels for these products, which shows that
distribution center service levels do not appear to be achieving their intended targets. The
analysis also provides insights about where alternative supply chain strategies may already be in
use throughout the network.
Chapter 3 presents an analysis of a representative distribution center. The analysis
considers the impact of each supply chain alternative on costs and performance, focusing
primarily on one of the four representative products which is currently ordered from a single
supplier. Comparisons are made between the current inventory performance and the performance
that would be expected from the application of probabilistic inventory ordering methods.
In Chapter 4, a statistical model is described which permits the comparison of alternative
approaches based on total supply chain cost. This model is used to demonstrate the tradeoff
between average lead time, lead time variability, and transportation cost.
In Chapter 5, these results are summarized and discussed in the context of supply chain
agility, adaptability, and alignment. Finally, suggestions are provided for areas of future
research.
2 Current Supply Chain Performance
2.1 Overview of Available Data
The distribution network for Express Fast Food serves over 13,000 restaurants in the
contiguous United States. The network includes more than 30 regional distribution centers, and
five hubs which serve as mixing centers for low volume products. For this study, shipment,
replenishment, and inventory datasets were analyzed.
The first dataset was a sample of nearly 100,000 truckload shipments from a single year,
roughly half of which occurred during the fourth quarter. This uneven distribution of data existed
because the tracking system was phased in during the year. It was estimated that these shipments
represent only half of the total shipments for the year, but include nearly all of the shipments
during the fourth quarter. Analysis thus focused on records from the fourth quarter, and findings
were extrapolated to estimate totals for the year.
The second dataset included transaction records for all of the replenishments received, by
stock keeping unit (SKU), for every distribution center during the entire year.
The third dataset was a daily log of inventory levels, by SKU, at every distribution center
for the entire year.
Additionally, some general information was available from personal interviews and
internal documents provided by supply chain partners.
Each distribution center was responsible for replenishing a different number of
restaurants, based on geography. Specifically, the average number of stores served by a
distribution center was 352, with a standard deviation of 180 and a coefficient of variation of
0.51. More generally, Figure 5 shows that most of the distribution centers served between 300
and 500 restaurants, though some served less than 100, and a few served more than 800.
25%
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Figure 5. Stores replenished by each distribution center.
As expected, there was a strong relationship (R2 = 0.86) between the number of
restaurants served by a distribution center, and the number of shipments received by that
distribution center. This correlation is illustrated in Figure 6. During the fourth quarter, each
distribution center received an average of 3.4 truckload shipments from suppliers for every
restaurant that it served. Extrapolating this finding for the entire year suggests each distribution
center should expect to receive approximately 13.6 truckloads of replenishments per year, per
restaurant served.
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Figure 6. Number of restaurants served vs. shipments to distribution center.
2.2 Selection of Products for Preliminary Analysis
Figure 7 shows the quantity of replenishments during the entire year, by SKU. Figure 8
shows a similar breakdown of the value of replenishments, by SKU. This analysis focused
primarily on the top 25% of SKUs, by value, with some attention given to the next 50%. The
analysis did not consider the 25% of SKUs with less than $10,000 in replenishments.
The replenishment data indicate that 350 million cases were received at the distribution
centers during the year, representing over 3,000 unique SKUs. These replenishments had a
combined value in excess of $8 billion. The 25% of SKUs with the greatest dollar value of
replenishments had more than $1 million in volume during the year. The 25% of SKUs with the
lowest value had less than $10,000. The remaining 50% of the SKUs had between $10,000 and
$1 million in replenishments during the year. About 50 of the SKUs were recorded as having
little or no value.
Number of Restaurants Served vs.
Number of Shipments to Distribution Center
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Figure 7. Number of cases received (logarithmic) by SKU.
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Figure 8. Value of replenishments (logarithmic) by SKU.
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Based on this analysis, products were categorized using a two by three matrix. The
criteria used to differentiate products were handling requirements and annual demand. For
handling requirements, products were classified as frozen and refrigerated or as dry. For
demand, products were identified as high demand, medium demand, or low demand. High
demand products were those with more than $100 million worth of inventory replenishments,
medium demand were those with between $1 million and $100 million in replenishments, and
low demand products were those with more than $10,000 but less than $1 million in
replenishments. An additional consideration in analyzing product characteristics was whether the
product was expected to have seasonality in either supply or demand.
In order to investigate product flows more granularly, four products were selected for
preliminary analysis. These products were selected subjectively, after discussion with key supply
chain partners, to represent the following four categories: high demand frozen products, medium
demand frozen products, medium demand dry products, and low demand dry products. These
categories are identified in Table 1. The high demand frozen product that was selected is thought
to have a seasonal supply cycle, while the other three products are thought to have little or no
seasonality in supply. Demand for all four products is thought to have minimal seasonality.
Table 1. Major product categories.
High Medium Low
demand demand demand
Frozen (and refrigerated) X X
Dry X X
The relevant economic characteristics of the products chosen to represent each category
are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Value estimates for representative products.
Product category Value of product Number of cases Average value per case
shipments (annual) received (annual)
High demand frozen $ 170 M 11.5 M $ 14.78
Medium demand frozen $ 48 M 1.9 M $ 25.26
Medium demand dry $ 15 M 1.6 M $ 9.38
Low demand drv $ 150 K 8 K $ 18.75
Table 3 provides the aggregate inventory statistics, by day, for the distribution centers
which handled each product during the year.
Table 3. Inventory
High Demand
Frozen Product
Number of
distribution centers
Combined average
inventory (daily)
Standard
deviation
Coefficient of
variation
30
28,663
7,162
0.25
statistics for representative products.
Medium Medium
Demand Frozen Demand Dry
Product Product
14 38
13,026
2,837
0.22
27,170
3,905
0.14
Low Demand
Dry Product
38
918
93
0.10
Based on interviews of supply chain partners and analysis of the data, it was suspected
that much of the high demand frozen product moved from manufacturing locations to offsite
warehouses which were located near distribution centers. These forward warehouses, as
previously illustrated in Figure 3, appear to maintain inventory to ensure that distribution center
orders can be filled with short lead time and low variability. Unfortunately, there was no formal
list of forward warehouses available. More importantly, the data available for study did not
include information about the movement of product between manufacturers and forward
warehouses, nor did it include inventory levels at forward warehouses. It was concluded,
however, that the shipment and replenishment data included movements of product from forward
warehouses to distribution centers.
Interviews with supply chain partners and analysis of available data indicated that the
medium demand frozen product is typically shipped directly from the manufacturer to the
distribution center, although offsite storage near the manufacturing site is sometimes used for
overflow inventory.
Analysis of the available data and interviews with supply chain partners led to the
conclusion that the medium demand dry product is shipped either directly from a manufacturer to
a distribution center, or from a manufacturer to a hub where it is mixed to optimize loads.
Finally, analysis of available data and interviews with supply chain partners indicated
that the low demand dry product is always shipped from the manufacturer to a hub for mixing
before it is sent to a distribution center.
2.3 Aggregate Supply Chain Characteristics
Table 4 summarizes the number of cases of each product which were received by all of
the distribution centers during the year, and the average system-wide inventory. These values are
used to calculate inventory velocity in the form of inventory turns per year.
Product category
High demand frozen
Medium demand froze
Medium demand dry
Low demand dry
Table 4. Inventory velocity for representative products.
Cases received Average inventory
11.5 M 28,663
n 1.9 M 13,026
1.6 M 27,170
8K 918
Inventory turns
401
146
59
9
The range of values for inventory turns shows that, relative to demand, significantly more
inventory was held in the distribution centers for slower moving items. Those items with the
highest volume are also presumed to be those for which it is most critical to assure supply, yet
they have lowest relative inventory levels.
Analysis of records in the inventory dataset revealed that the inventory level for all four
of the products dropped to zero at some point during the year at a majority of the distribution
centers. Table 5 shows that more than three-fourths of the distribution centers experienced
stockouts of the high demand frozen product at some point during the year. Collectively, the
distribution centers appeared to be experiencing stockouts of this critical product 14% of the
time. Given the importance of this product, the presence of the Never Run Out rule, and the
underlying assumption that there had not been critical service failures during the period under
investigation, this was a surprising finding.
Table 5. Frequency of distribution center stockouts for representative products.
Product category Percentage of daily inventory Percentage of DCs experiencing at
levels in all DCs which indicate a least one stockout during the year
stockout
High demand frozen 14% 77%
Medium demand frozen 2% 62%
Medium demand dry 4% 65%
Low demand dry 1% 58%
It was therefore necessary to consider hypotheses that could explain the contradiction
between these statistics and the Never Run Out rule. Three plausible explanations were apparent.
One possibility is that the distribution centers are routinely violating the Never Run Out
rule and are failing to carry adequate safety stock. A second possibility is that the inventory data
is inaccurate or distorted, perhaps due to human errors or delays in the posting of shipments and
receipts. A third possibility is that the distribution centers have independently developed
alternative techniques for assuring supply even when they appear to be out of stock. It seems
likely that the data contains elements of all three scenarios. The third scenario, however, suggests
that inertia already exists among the third party partners to shift from a logistical view of the
network to a supply chain perspective.
3 Analysis of Distribution Center X
In order to perform a more detailed analysis of a specific case, focus was placed on a
representative distribution center. Distribution Center X is typical in size in that it serves
approximately 370 restaurants (see Figure 5). The annual flow of the four representative products
through Distribution Center X is detailed in Table 6.
Table 6. Replenishments of representative products at Distribution Center X.
Product category Number of Shipment Cases Implied Demand
shipments size* received aggregate standard
(1/,) (Q) (Q/,) daily deviation**
demand
from all 370
restaurants
High demand frozen 308 3,240 998,784 2,736 684
Medium demand frozen 152 1,134 172,908 474 118
Medium demand dry 118 576 67,776 186 46
Low demand dry 2 48 96 0.26 NA***
* Shipment size is a typical value. Individual shipment sizes vary.
** Estimated values, assuming a coefficient of variation of 0.25.
*** Value too small for analysis.
3.1 Approach to Analysis of Safety Stock Levels
Silver, et al, identify four general categories of approaches that are commonly used to
select appropriate levels of safety stock. They call these categories simple-minded, minimizing
cost, customer service, and aggregate considerations. The simple-minded approaches apply a
common safety factor for each item, the minimizing cost approaches incorporate costs for
alternative sourcing and delivery options, the customer service approaches attempt to maximize
service for all items with a limited budget, and the aggregate approaches allow for a combination
of these factors. (Silver, et al, 1998, p. 241-242) Since in this case the assured supply policy
implies that customer service must be extremely high, and the challenge is to achieve that
objective with minimum cost, the author was most interested in exploring the minimizing cost
approach.
3.2 Impact of Forward Warehouses on Supply Chain Performance
In order to better understand the potential impact of forward warehouses on the
distribution centers within the supply chain, hypotheses were developed for distribution patterns
which could signal the presence of a forward warehouse.
One potential technique to identify forward warehouse locations from the replenishment
data was to determine how many distribution centers received replenishments of a product from
a single ship from location, or source; a source which only sent product to a single distribution
center seemed like it would be more likely to be a forward warehouse. A second technique was
to compare the location of a source to that of the distribution centers it served; a source that
served a distribution center which was located very nearby seemed likely to be forward
warehouse. A third technique was to determine what percentage of total shipments of a product
received at a distribution center came from a particular source; a source that provided all of the
supply to a distribution center also seemed more likely to be a forward warehouse. Combining
these three tests, a source which was nearby a distribution center, shipped only to that
distribution center, and supplied all of that distribution center's demand for a particular
product, was thought likely to be a forward warehouse.
Applying this approach to the replenishment data for the high demand frozen product
provided valuable insights. Table 7 shows that 87% of the distribution centers received the high
demand frozen product from only one source. Table 8 shows that 75% of the sources for this
product shipped to only one distribution center. Further analysis revealed that 32% of the
distribution centers received all of their replenishments from a single source located in the same
state. Further analysis showed that this includes distribution centers in regions where it is
unlikely that the raw materials are produced. This suggests that many of the distribution centers
in the network are likely to be receiving the high demand frozen product from forward
warehouses currently. The conclusion is that visibility into inventory within the forward
warehouses is an important component for understanding the true cost and behavior of the high
demand frozen product supply chain.
Table 7 shows that 77% of the distribution centers received the medium demand frozen
product from only one source, and Table 8 shows that none of the sources for this product
shipped to only one distribution center. Since there are no sources which serve only one
distribution center, the conclusion is that it is unlikely that there are forward warehouses being
used in the distribution of the medium demand frozen product.
Table 8 shows that 25% of the distribution centers received the medium demand dry
product from only one source, and Table 7 shows that 95% of the sources for this product
shipped to only one distribution center. Therefore, it is not clear whether there are forward
warehouses being used in the distribution of the medium demand dry product.
It is unlikely that a low demand product would be distributed via a forward warehouse.
Therefore, these statistics were not collected.
Table 7. Percent of distribution centers served by multiple sources.
High demand Medium Medium Lc
frozen product demand frozen demand dry dr.
product product
iw demand
y product
1 source per 87 % 77 % 95 %
distribution center
2 sources per 4% 23 % 5%
distribution center
3 sources per 9% - -
distribution center
Table 8. Percent of sources delivering to more than one distribution center.
High demand Medium Medium Low demand
frozen product demand frozen demand dry dry product
product product
I distribution center 75 % - 25 %
2 distribution centers 15 % 25 %
More than 2 10% 75 % 75 %
distribution centers
3.3 Impact of Lateral Transfers on Supply Chain Performance
Analysis of the transportation data provided no evidence of lateral transfers occurring
during the study period. Therefore, lateral transfers are presumed to have no impact on the
current performance of the supply chain for Distribution Center X. However, the use of lateral
transfers in the future could help to assure supply in the event of a supply interruption or an
unanticipated increase in demand.
3.4 Impact of Alternate Suppliers on Supply Chain Performance
Analysis of the replenishment data provided limited evidence of the use of multiple
suppliers. Only one outside supplier was used to replenish each of four the products analyzed
during the entire study period. However, investigation of the underlying ordering policies
revealed that Distribution Center X has the ability to order the low demand dry product from an
alternate hub in the event that the primary hub cannot meet demand. This suggests that the option
to order hub products from more than one source currently exists, but may not be commonly
used.
3.5 Impact of Transportation on Supply Chain Performance
To more clearly understand the relationship between transportation cost and inventory
cost, focus was placed on shipments of one product between Supplier A and Distribution
Center X, which are located 1,000 miles apart. One of the products that Supplier A manufactures
is the medium demand frozen product described earlier. This product is representative of a large
proportion of total shipments, and it permitted access to a particularly broad sample of supply
chain information. Consistent with the findings summarized in Table 2, the weighted average
cost per case of medium demand frozen product at Distribution Center X was approximately
$25.
During the fourth quarter, transportation by truck from Supplier A to Distribution
Center X took an average of 1.9 days, with a variability of 0.7 days. These statistics are derived
from 120 truck loads along this lane. The average transportation cost per load along this 1,000
mile route was $1,941 with a standard deviation of $85. This small standard deviation3 indicates
that there is relatively little variability in transportation cost, likely as a result of negotiated rates
with transportation providers. Table 9 provides a summary of the characteristics of truck
shipments from Supplier A to Distribution Center X during the fourth quarter.
Table 9. Cost and time for shipments by truck.
Order
lead time
Cost (days)
Average $1,901 1.9
Standard deviation $ 85 0.7
If this lane were to be served by rail, the likely route would take about 1,100 miles. Rail
would therefore increase the actual distance traveled by about 10%. It was estimated from
information about other rail routes that the average transportation time would be 9.5 days, with a
standard deviation of 3.5 days.
Table 10. Cost and time for shipments by rail.
Lead time
Cost (days)
Average Unknown 9.5*
Standard deviation Unknown 3.5**
* Estimated based on historical data and judgment.
** Assumed value, using a coefficient of variation of 0.37.
3 Coefficient of variation = 0.04.
4 Comparison of Costs for Supply Chain Alternatives
In order to illustrate the current supply chain costs for a single product, from one source,
at a single distribution center, a statistical model was constructed. Three ratios were then
introduced which allow for comparison of the total relevant cost for this base case against a
supply chain alternative. These key parameters represent the ratios of average lead time, lead
time variability, and transportation cost, respectively. They are referred to by the Greek letters a,
3, and A, as illustrated in Table 11.
Table 11. Ratios used for comparison of total relevant costs.
Symbol Value
a LT1 / LT2
0 GL1 / GL2
A CT1 / CT2
* Average transportation cost per unit.
Total relevant supply chain cost for the base case is calculated using Equation 1.
Equation 1. Total relevant cost for base case.
TRC = CT + CP + C + CSS
Where,
CT: Transportation cost
Cp: Pipeline inventory cost
Ccs: Cycle stock inventory cost
Css: Safety stock inventory cost
Equation 1 can be expanded into component parameters, as shown in Equation 2.
Equation 2. Expanded total relevant cost for base case.
TRC = C +h*D*LT + Q/2+k* DL
Where,
h: Inventory holding cost
D: Average daily demand
LT: Average transportation lead time
Q: Order quantity
k: Safety stock factor
GDL: Standard deviation of forecast error over lead time
These values can be measured, estimated, or calculated based upon the best available
information. The standard deviation of forecast error over lead time can be calculated using
Equation 3, from Silver, et al (1998, p. 283).
Equation 3. Standard deviation of forecast error over stochastic lead time.
'Leadtime = E(L)UD + (E(D))2 2L
4.1 Comparison of Alternative Modes of Transportation
In order to demonstrate the application of this approach, it is assumed that there are two
modes of transportation available for the medium demand frozen product from Supplier A to
Distribution Center X; truck, which is the mode currently used, and rail, which is an alternative
that is being considered. Rail is low cost but it has a long lead time with high variability.
Trucking is more expensive but is faster and has lower variability. It is also assumed that orders
are available for pickup as soon as they have been placed, so that order lead time is equal to
transportation lead time.
The data available does not allow for direct measurement of daily demand for any
product at any distribution center. However, in the previous section an approach was illustrated
which aggregated demand from the total shipments for the year, averaged that demand by day,
and assumed a reasonable standard deviation. These values can then be used to construct a
normal distribution curve to represent daily demand.
Using this methodology, the aggregate daily mean demand for the medium demand
frozen product at Distribution Center X is calculated to be 474 cases. Absent demand statistics,
daily demand variability was assumed to have a coefficient of variation of 0.25, meaning that it
falls within a range of + 25% of the mean. This represents slightly more volatility for demand
than the coefficient of variation of 0.22 which was calculated as an aggregate for inventory for
this product throughout the network, in Table 3. It is, however, equal to the coefficient of
variation for the product with greatest variability in demand, the high demand frozen product.
Therefore it is thought to be a reasonable assumption. Using this assumption the calculated
standard deviation of daily demand is 118 units.
Table 12 shows the parameters which were used to calculate total relevant costs for each
of the two transportation alternatives. Table 13 and Table 14 each illustrate the impact that
selection of a safety stock factor has on inventory levels and costs for the two alternative
transportation modes.
Table 12. Transportation model parameters.
Annual
Cost per holding
unit rate DDaily XL GL CVL LT Ur CVT GDL
Alternative 1 (truck) 25 0.2 474 901 225 0.25 1.9 0.7 0.37 703
Alternative 2 (rail) 25 0.2 474 9,006 2,252 0.25 9.5 3.5 0.37 16,204
Table 13. Impact of safety stock factor on cost for Alternative 1.
Average
Safety stock Cycle service inventory on Annual
factor level Reorder point Cycle stock Safety stock hand inventory cost
(k) (CSL) (s) (CS) (SS) (IOH) (Ccs + Css)
1.29 90.06% 1,377 697 903 1,251 $ 6,257
1.64 94.95% 1,626 697 1,152 1,501 $ 7,504
2.75 99.70% 2,406 697 1,932 2,281 $ 11,404
3.25 99.94% 2,758 697 2,284 2,632 $ 13,161
3.50 99.98% 2,933 697 2,459 2,808 $ 14,039
3.70 99.99% 3,074 697 2,600 2,948 $ 14,742
3.85 99.99% 3,179 697 2,705 3,054 $ 15,269
4.00 100.00% 3,285 697 2,811 3,159 $ 15,796
Table 14. Impact of safety stock factor on cost for Alternative 2.
Safety stock
factor
(k)
1.29
1.64
2.75
3.25
3.50
3.70
3.85
4.00
Cycle service
level
(CSL)
90.06%
94.95%
99.70%
99.94%
99.98%
99.99%
99.99%
100.00%
Reorder point
(s)
21,296
27,048
45,035
53,137
57,188
60,428
62,859
65,290
Cycle stock
(CS)
697
697
697
697
697
697
697
697
Safety stock
(SS)
20,822
26,574
44,561
52,663
56,714
59,954
62,385
64,816
Average
inventory on
hand
(IOH)
21,171
26,923
44,909
53,011
57,062
60,303
62,734
65,164
Annual
inventory cost
(Ccs + Css)
$ 105,853
$ 134,615
$ 224,546
$ 265,056
$ 285,311
$ 301,515
$ 313,668
$ 325,821
Equation 4 combines the total relevant cost for the base case, Alternative 1, with the key
ratios for Alternative 2, to provide a total relevant cost for the alternative case. Comparing the
annual inventory costs in Table 13 to those in Table 14, it can be seen that within this range of
service levels the increase in inventory that is required with Alternative 2 will increase total
relevant costs by $100,000 or more.
Equation 4. Total relevant cost for alternative case.
TRC= A*C +a*h*D* L +Q / 2 + *k* DL
In fact, the total annual transportation cost for Alternative 1 during the study year was
less than $250,000. Therefore, as the target service level rises above 95%, Alternative 1 appears
to be significantly less expensive. However, reductions in the average lead time and the lead time
variability for Alternative 2 have the potential to make it an attractive option.
In order to illustrate the sensitivity of total relevant cost to each of the three ratios, the
values shown in Table 15 were input into the model. Then, each parameter was tested within a
range of values, with all other parameters remaining unchanged. Figure 9 shows the sensitivity of
total relevant cost to changes in a, Figure 10 shows sensitivity to changes in 0, and Figure 11
shows sensitivity to changes in A. These figures suggest that a, the ratio of average lead time
between Alternative 1 and Alternative 2, has the greatest impact on total relevant cost.
Furthermore, Alternative 2 becomes less expensive than Alternative 1 near the points at which
either a or 0 go above 0.5.
Table 15. Ratio values used to compare Alternative 1 to Alternative 2.
Symbol Value
a 0.20
0.20
A 3.0
Total relevant cost (log) as a function of a
$10,000,000
$1,000,000
21
0)
$100,000
$10,000
0.25 0.50 0.75
Mode 1Mode2
Figure 9. Sensitivity of total relevant cost to variations in a.
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5 Summary and Conclusions
Instructing suppliers to never run out of inventory is an intuitive approach to assuring
supply that can be counterproductive when incorrectly applied. The body of supply chain
management research and practice show that it is better to measure customer service level at the
end of the supply chain, based on actual demand, and then engineer a supply chain to meet the
target service level at the lowest total relevant cost. Supply cannot be efficiently assured simply
by increasing safety stock levels at distribution centers.
To achieve the goal of not running out at the customer interface, it is necessary to
engineer and manage a supply chain which will produce a statistically high level of service. This
means that metrics other than distribution center inventory levels are needed in order to
optimally match supply and demand at the lowest possible cost. Some metrics that may help to
improve management and decision-making throughout the supply chain include real-time
demand and inventory levels at the restaurant, percentage of perfect orders received by each
partner, on time deliveries, and lead time variability. Access to this data could yield significant
improvements to the efficiency of the supply chain and savings from appropriate reductions in
inventory. However, this will also require the introduction of additional information technology
systems, and a willingness on the part of all of the partners to comply with common data
collection and sharing practices.
Attempting to never run out simply by maintaining high inventory levels sounds rational,
but there are fundamental problems which must be considered. Chief among these are imperfect
information, the laws of probabilities, and a mismatch between the approach and the goal. First,
it is difficult to enforce a never run out policy because it relies on the accuracy of data, the
interpretation of information, and the timing of transactions. It does not appear that the
information systems and processes in place currently can produce the information required. It is
easy to make assumptions to simplify analysis, but it is dangerous to use these assumptions as
the basis for making decisions of this scale. If performance can't be measured reliably, then it is
hard to comply with requirements, and to enforce them. Second, even if the never run out
approach does work, it will generate extra inventory at each echelon. The more echelons, and the
more variability there is in the transportation between them, the more extra inventory it will add
to the supply chain and the more holding costs will be incurred. This increased inventory does
reduce the probability of a stockout, but you can never achieve a stockout probability of zero.
Therefore, as noted by Taylor (2004, p. 165) "no amount of safety stock is enough to entirely
eliminate the possibility of a stockout." Finally, Never Run Out measures inventory levels at all
of the echelons in the supply chain, but the only echelon that ultimately matters is at the
restaurant. It is entirely possible that a distribution center could run out of a product for a day or
more without causing any stockouts in a restaurant.
To establish a more efficient supply chain, an assured supply policy should provide
distribution centers with the objective to "only run out a small percentage of the time, and never
run out for very long" rather than simply "never run out."
Constraints such as seasonality or lot sizing can force supply chain partners to stockpile
inventory, and in those cases they may not need to increase safety stock in order to lower
transportation costs. But where these constraints are not present, it is better to rely on lean supply
chain strategies to minimize inventory and reduce costs at each echelon. Four options that should
be considered before increasing safety inventory are the use of forward warehouses, multiple
suppliers, alternative transportation, and lateral transfers.
Ultimately, rather than attempting to never run out anywhere, the goal should be to
ensure that there is a very low probability of stockouts in a restaurant. Once that common goal is
adopted, the supply chain partners can be motivated to meet the target for the lowest total cost.
Part of the illusive complexity in this case is that Never Run Out attempts to apply a static
metric, current inventory level, to a dynamic problem, rate of inventoryflow. An equally
problematic analogy would be using a balance sheet to measure profitability. Achieving the goal
of focusing the entire supply chain on the service level provided at the restaurant will require a
paradigm change, as the current metrics and shared information do not adequately account for
the dynamic characteristics of supply and demand. So while Never Run Out sounds good, as a
supply chain policy it is ineffective, it may be more expensive than non-inventory alternatives,
and in the end it doesn't measure the desired result.
For each sourcing alternative, a separate reorder point must be established based upon
cost and reliability. Breakeven analyses using a total supply chain cost function can provide
insights about the opportunities and threats presented by different supply chain configurations.
Proper utilization of a portfolio of supply chain strategies can produce an agile, adaptable, and
aligned supply chain which enables the enterprise to provide the desired level of service to
customers at the lowest total landed cost.
5.1 Areas for Future Research
An area that could provide a better understanding of the total supply chain costs beyond
the distribution center is to compare the cost of maintaining a forward warehouse for a single
product, to the cost of shipping everything by truck, instead. This would require data about the
cost of the forward warehouse, and information about where the product was coming from
before being shipped to the forward warehouse.
As a technique for identifying forward warehouses in complex distribution networks,
thorough testing of the effectiveness of the pattern recognition hypotheses proposed in Chapter 3
may yield useful insights.
Finally, it appears that setting high service level targets for distribution centers limits
supply chain flexibility and increases costs. Increasing the scope of research to include all of the
echelons from the supplier to the restaurant would likely yield numerous insights and
opportunities for significant cost reductions.
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Appendix A
Diagram of Distribution Center Ordering Decision Process
Figure A-1. Proposed DC ordering decision process.
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Figure A-2. Proposed DC sourcing decision process.
